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Synopsis
Atherosclerotic plaque information can be extracted from MR vessel wall images through transforming the images into a
high dimensional feature space. However, a huge amount of human supervision has traditionally been required to achieve
a meaningful feature space representation. We demonstrated that by using a weakly supervised deep learning workflow
including transfer learning, active learning, and metric learning, a meaningful feature space for vessel wall analysis can be
generated, which can help us to visualize the high dimensional representations of normal and diseased vessel walls
images, and lead to a plaque classification area under the curve of 0.93.

Introduction
MRI is the modality of choice for imaging biomarkers for atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease such as atherosclerotic plaque
and vessel wall thickness [1,2]. Traditionally, manual vessel wall contour delineation was used. Deep learning techniques can
replace manual contour delineation if a large manually-delineated training set is available [3,4]. However, some issues remain.
Firstly, in validation of these biomarkers, latent features in the deep learning model which detect differences and patterns between
normal and diseased vessel wall must be understood: a meaningful feature map is needed. Secondly there is a need to reduce
manual labeling and human bias in model training while retaining reasonable performance, e.g. with unlabeled data and
unsupervised or weakly supervised learning methods.
We previously developed a vessel wall segmentation technique [3] and acquired more than 3.49 million slices of vessel wall
contours of popliteal arteries from a massive public 3T MRI dataset, the Osteoarthritis Initiative (OAI) [5], with 4796 subjects at
multiple time points (example of segmentation shown in Figure 1). We now propose a workflow based on this dataset for feature
map generation using a weakly supervised learning method and demonstrate the feasibility of atherosclerotic plaque classification
using this feature map.

Methods
A feature map is a high dimensional representation of image features. The proposed workflow uses four networks (segmentation,
thickness prediction, plaque classification, and metric learning networks) to generate and utilize the feature map for vessel wall
analysis (flow chart in Figure 2). The segmentation network locates the artery of interest and segments [3] vessel wall regions into
lumen and wall area masks, which are concatenated with the original image as the artery patch (size of 128*128*3, enough to cover
whole artery region).
No plaque classification labels exist, so a transfer learning approach is used to train the feature map from vessel wall thickness
prediction network which can be trained using existing labels from segmentation. The thickness prediction network shares the
intermediate layer output (fully connected layer with 40 dimensions as the feature map) from the segmentation network and is
trained to predict maximum wall thickness from the artery patches. Ten thousand randomly selected artery patches from the OAI
dataset were used to train the thickness prediction network.
From the feature map, the plaque classification network categorizes artery patches into two groups: normal artery, and vessel wall
with noticeable atherosclerotic plaque, each with a probability. An active learning approach is used to select the samples for training.
Initially, patches with the 1,000 greatest and least wall thickness are represented as two clusters in the feature space (clusters
considered as plaques and normal arteries). For each iteration, 1,000 patches were classified, and the patches at the border of two
clusters were labeled by two trained vessel wall reviewers (with over 6 months, and 10 years of experience in vascular review,
consensus reached). Labeled samples were used for distance metric learning [6] to strengthen clusters in the feature space. Metric
learning trains the feature embeddings using the triplet loss, which minimizes the intra-class distance and maximizes the inter-class
distance in the feature space.
After feature space generation, t-SNE [7] is used to visualize high-dimensional data into 2D space for human perception.
An untouched test set of randomly selected 60 scans (3586 slices) was manually labeled for plaque classification for performance
evaluation.
As comparison, a baseline model with the original image patch as input for plaque classification using only the same classification
network structure was evaluated. Area under the Receiver Operating Characteristics Curve (AUC) was used as the evaluation
metric.
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Results
By using the automated generated thickness measurements (weak labels) as training labels, and a few highly challenging labeled
samples (three rounds of active learning, 256 normal patches and 256 disease patches), a meaningful feature map could be
generated.
Feature maps before and after metric learning are shown in Figure 3. Two clusters in the feature map are less mixed after metric
learning, leading to an easier plaque classification task.
Figure 4 displays artery patches at selected dots in the feature map. Patches of normal arteries are far away from vessel wall with
clear plaques while plaques with similar patterns were close in feature space. Patches at the boundary of two clusters in the feature
map were found to be ambiguous and even challenging for expert humans to classify.
The AUC for plaque classification was 0.93 for our workflow, and 0.72 for the baseline method (Figure 5).

Discussion and Conclusion
The proposed weakly supervised method generated a meaningful feature map for vessel wall analysis by transfer learning from the
existing vessel wall thickness labels, active learning from iterative supervisions for patches with greatest uncertainty, and metric
learning by separating plaque and normal artery patches in the feature space. The generated feature map visualized using t-SNE,
can be useful in vessel wall analysis, such as plaque classification. More analysis using the feature map could be explored to better
understand the vessel wall disease patterns and monitoring the plaque progressions patterns.
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Figure 1 Examples of artery patches from the OAI dataset with segmentation contours and masks

Figure 2 Workflows for the proposed method. Blue network locates artery of interest and segments the vessel wall regions (lumen
and outer wall) which are used as attention maps to the artery patch. Orange network utilizes the trained weights from segmentation
model for maximum wall thickness prediction. Purple network aims to improve the feature map representation by increasing the
feature map distances of patches with and without plaques. Green network classifies patches into with and without plaques from the
improved feature map.

Figure 3 Feature map of test data represented in 2D space using t-SNE. Each dot is represented as the artery patch feature
embedding in the feature map. The colors (red for normal arteries, orange for arteries with plaque) are painted from the manual
labels for readers to better understand the physical meaning of the feature map. Before metric learning (left figure), a large number
of dots from two classes are mixed in feature space, but are separated after metric learning (right figure). Patches at four locations
are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Patches, segmentation mask of vessel wall and the bar chart of 40 dimensional feature embeddings at four feature map
locations indicated in Figure 3. Patches of normal arteries (①) are far away from vessel wall with clear plaques (②③). Plaques with
similar patterns (②③) are likely to have close distance in the feature space. In this case, both artery patches have calcifications in
the vessel wall. Patches at the boundary of two clusters in feature map (④) are likely to be ambiguous slices even challenging for
human to decide the class.

Figure 5 Receiver Operating Characteristics Curve for plaque classification for the proposed and baseline methods on the test set
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